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“Boom…”

A whirlpool suddenly appeared in the sea, and a golden light of Leviathan’s enhanced version shattered
from bottom to top.

A golden figure came out of the Leviathan enhanced version, holding a trident!
Immediately, the enhanced version of Leviathan burst open.
Received one after another golden figures appeared!

Basically every time one appears, the enhanced version of Leviathan will be killed.

…

Soon, all ten Leviathan enhanced versions were removed!

Although the Eagle Nation made an enhanced version of Leviathan, it also paid a very high price,
otherwise it would not only make ten!
Seeing all the ten behemoths fall, the entire army of the Kingdom of God is boiling and bursting!

They all prayed and worshiped in the air.

As if welcoming the advent of the true god…

The arrival of the main divine division means that everyone else is going to die.

As a result, the enhanced version of Leviathan was killed.
This is clearly above the strength of everyone present!

“Whoo!”

“Whoo!”

…

Golden figures are still appearing everywhere, and their appearance will inevitably inflict heavy injuries
on the Galactic Guardian Alliance, causing numerous casualties.

Finally, gather together eighteen figures!

The main divine division originally had only eighteen positions, and later joined Doctor Dark, the only
ordinary human being.

Except for Doctor Dark, all the other eighteen people appeared.

The “true gods” of the eighteen main gods shone like eighteen rounds of scorching sun, so that
everyone present couldn’t open their eyes.

“The end of the world is here!!!”

Mr. X they shouted one after another.

One by one excitedly jumped wildly, seeing the arrival of hope.

Eighteen main gods appear, who can stop them?

Fear!

All the Galactic Guardians present were scared.

Even the coalition forces in the rear were scared.

The momentum is too strong.

These eighteen horrors are to the extreme!

Even if he took the Supreme Pill before, he was not an opponent of any of them.

But just now how powerful Levilia is, everyone sees it.

Now that there are eighteen stronger ones at once, that’s horrible.

Even the strategizing leader Smith and the others were shocked when they suddenly saw the main priest
descending.

After all, too strong, too strong.

They are worthy of all the titles of God!

The Black Hawk agents were even more afraid.

This is also terrible.

The existence that can make the Galactic Guardian Alliance disappear at any time!

In the distance, Levi Garrison and the others were also waiting. When the true god of the chief priest
appeared, Levi Garrison immediately looked over.These guys of the main gods, all wearing golden
armor, one by one, are as majestic as a god.

He is all overbearing and unparalleled power.

Much stronger than the group of guys I saw in Forbidden Area No. 76.

But God?

Not so much!

To put it bluntly, it’s still a powerful race.

This may be a group of races beyond the civilization of the world.

They have the strongest technology and the strongest racial blood talents…

This should be an advanced race that has existed for a long time in the world.

It’s just that there are only a dozen people left.

Their purpose of establishing the Lab of the Gods is to restore the grandeur of the previous race, right?

As for the real main body of the Lab of the Gods, it is also a patchwork piece.

For example, Doctor Darkness is an ordinary human being, but because he is too powerful, he was
absorbed into the laboratories of the gods and even joined the main gods.

To put it bluntly, it is a group of powerful mobs.

However, this group of mobs are still developing in the direction of the dozen or so gods.

Levi Garrison understood that the plan to create a god was like the forbidden area No. 76.

But I didn’t think it was the creation of the gods of the Lord God Division!

Levi Garrison immediately understood it after observing it.

All the talents and superpowers of the Gods Lab come from here.

It can be said.

All the tricks of these eighteen people in the Lab of Gods!

After all, I learned from them!

powerful!

Too strong!

Eighteen main gods appeared!

Power the audience!

Levi Garrison was all interested.

Unfathomable!

This is the opponent he wants!

Everything he prepared can be used.

He can really release himself.

Let the world see how powerful they are!

Only by gearing up to describe Levi Garrison at this moment!

“It’s time to get ready!”

Levi Garrison had gathered Mutant No.13, King Kong No.4, and Fire Cloud Cthulhu.

This combat power seemed to him enough.

It can be compared with the main god Sby.

